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19-Oct-2021  

 

Dearest Hazur (aba) 

 

My name is Saba u din and I think myself is well known within UK jamaat due to my wrong Tazeer. 

Anyways Hazur Today I forgive everyone who so ever involved me in this matter, as jamaat announced my Tazeer as 

well as my forgiveness within Thailand on social media whatsapp groups. 

Hazur I was pondering over a matter about prophecy of Musleh Maood so when I looked into this matter from 

Promised Messiah’s books and I was shocked to found out That Hazrat Mirza Bashir ud deen Mehmood Ahmad was 

not Musleh Maood according to the prophecy of Promised Messiah. 

Below is attached pages which clearly shows the reality including other pages where prophecy of Musleh Maood was 

narrated by Promised Messiah. 

I have talked about this matter with all my family murabee’s and they were unable to satisfy the reality about 

Musleh Maood rather they focused on the worldly achievements of jamaat  during Hazrat Mirza Bashir Ud din 

Mehmood Ahmad sahib but according to Promised Messiah’s books it is clear that He was not the one who was 

Musleh Maood, even I found out that Hazrat Mirza Bashir ud din mahmood ahmad also elected as khalifa by denying 

the real concept of electing khalifa ordered by Promised Messiah, 
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I believe that who so ever change the words of GOD which are revealed over a prophet will be punished by GOD 

So I concluded that Hazrat Mirza Bashir ud din Mahmood Ahmad not only tried to change the prophecy of Musleh 

Maood which was revealed by GOD almighty on Promised Messiah (as) but also tried to change the teachings of 

Promised Messiah (as). And succeeded in making a jamaat, about which Holy Prophet (PBUH) clearly said that there 

will be a Kajrau jamaat which do not belong to me(Prophet Muhammad PBUH). 

 

About Kaj Rau jamaat please have a look about my findings according to a dream of Hazrat Mirza Bashir ud din 

Mahmood Ahmad in Alfazal 01-Feb 1944 he clearly narrated that he will establish a jamaat which will not worldly 

jamaat nor religious jamaat this dream is very big you can read it from this link or I have attached the alfazal with this 

email. 

https://www.alislam.org/alfazl/rabwah/A19440201.pdf 

I am still studying what is happening and what is going to happen in future with the help of prophecies of Prophet 

Muhammad (PBUH) as well as from Promised Messiah (as) 
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So today I decided to leave jamaat which is being under influence of wrong concept of Khalifat and also believe in 

death of Musleh Maood which is a lie. 

I believe if Jamaat correct its concept of Musleh maood according to Promised Messiah’s books than I can rejoin 

Jamaat but I have found out from Ahadith shareefs that this will not happen until Qiamat will come. 

And if I am wrong in my belief, than Jamaat can help me in correcting my belief about Musleh Maood which is 

impossible. 

Today I surrender infront of GOD almighty and ask for forgiveness from GOD almighty that whole my life jamaat 

taught us intentionally or unintentionally this lie of Musleh maood,  

And I thank my Almighty Allah that help me in your way as I am very weak person help me in finding the truth and 

provide me strength towards the way which is GOD’s and Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) beloved way. Ameen 

Prophecy of Musleh maood is due in future according to Promised Messiah (as) This is change in my Belief now. 

I am in a mode of continues Astagfaar which is  

Astag firullah Rabbi Min Kulay Zambin wa Atoob Alaih   

May GOD forgive my sins which I did in my previous life due to indulgent beliefs of Musleh maood’s Death and May 

GOD help me in finding the real teachings of Islam under the guidance of  Promised Messiah (as) teachings. 

 

I still believe in Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) as well as all prophets and Promised Messiah (as) so I am still an Ahmadi 

by belief but I do not belong to Jamaat Ahmadiyya Thailand and anywhere else, anymore. 

From now on I will take guidance from Quran, Ahadith shareefs and teachings of Promised messiah that what should 

I do like sahaba did in the time of Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) 

This email also a notification for UNHCR Thailand That now I do not belong to Jamaat 

Ahmadiyya but my belief is still as an Ahmadi and people I know and my own family have 

boycotted my family including verbal threats 
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Keep remember me in your prayers. 

W salam and Regards  

Saba u din     Living as a refugee in Bangkok Thailand       My no is +66944373609      Email:vip7890@hotmail.com  


